
What are Tachyons

Tachyons are sub-atomic particles that travel faster than the speed of light and beyond time, unlike
electrons … neutrons & protons. Apart from their extreme high vibration, which has prevented
scientists from even being able to measure tachyons…  tachyons are scattered throughout outer
space and very few of them reach the earth’s surface. This explains astronauts’ reports of
experiences of ‘euphoria’ once they leave earth’s atmosphere.

A Tachyon belt that represents the border between the entropic and syntropic universe is now
surrounding our planet. High energy cosmic rays enter this Solar system from interstellar space and
carry tachyons with them. Some of these tachyons reach the surface of our planet through a
hyper-dimensional wormhole and these tachyons can be utilized in our Tachyon healing chamber.
Some of these tachyons reach the surface of our planet through a hyperdimensional wormhole that
we have created with a quartz oscillator crystal aboard Genesis II spacecraft and these tachyons can
be utilized in our Tachyon healing chamber that we have developed in cooperation with the
Pleiadians.

 Utilizing a quartz oscillator crystal, located aboard the Genesis II spacecraft, the developer of the
Tachyon Chambers has created a hyper-dimensional wormhole which bypasses earth’s magnetic
field & funnels tachyons into a healing chamber, thus facilitating their transfer from outer space into
the physical & electro-magnetic matter of the clients’ body, when the client is in the Tachyon
Chamber.

 Because tachyons decrease the entropy of physical matter, the aging process may be reversed and
the immune system may be strengthened. We believe this may be one of the most effective methods
to improve quality of life, as it may remove the physical causes of many diseases and imbalances in
our bodies; assisting healing, rejuvenation & longevity.

This special Tachyon chamber enables the arrival of tachyons from higher dimensions into physical
matter. Tachyons can harmonize completely all energy fields that are the result of gravity,
electromagnetism and weak nuclear force.
This reflects practically in a multitude of ways:

Tachyon energy harmonizes and enlivens the energy matrix  which shapes all matter and thus also
our mental, emotional, etheric and physical bodies. All of  this greatly affects our physical health and
well-being.

Pleiadians and other cosmic civilizations of Light use tachyons as basic source of energy: as
hyperdrive energy source for their spaceships by creating hyperspace wormholes, for healing,
information transmission and for other purposes.


